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Abstract: Soccer is the most played sport worldwide, with over 265 million participants. It is an incredibly demanding sport, with many different technical skills and physical loads placed on the body. This makes post-match recovery strategies amongst high level soccer players of great importance. The aim of this review is to summarize the existing literature on stretching for post-match recovery, examining its relation to injury prevention, Delayed Onset Muscle Soreness (DOMS), and performance. Scientific evidence of the highest quality and relevance was extracted and reviewed. Despite its common practice, evidence does not support static stretching as a modality to improve recovery post-match amongst soccer players. Larger trials with important outcome measures are needed to determine if a post-match stretching regimen to facilitate recovery exists.
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Introduction
Soccer is the most played sport worldwide, with over 265 million participants. It is an incredibly demanding sport, with many different technical skills and physical loads placed on the body leading to the potential for injury. Across many different regions for various reasons, one of which being climate, game schedules become condensed which can further predispose athletes to injury. When less than 96 hours separates 2 matches, the risk of injury is widely believed to increase, with an estimated 6-fold increase when 2 games are played in the same week. When 3 games are played in a week, many detrimental concerns have been observed, including reduced sprint times, increased muscle soreness, impaired knee range of motion, increased muscle damage, increased oxidative stress, and elevated inflammatory markers. Thus, many strategies are being implemented to help mitigate these effects, one of which being stretching. The aim of this review is to summarize the existing literature on static stretching for post-match recovery and provide practical evidence-based recommendations that can be implemented by coaches and trainers to help facilitate athlete recovery.

Materials and Methods
PubMed was utilized as a tool to research existing published data in relation to stretching for post-match recovery amongst soccer players. The study keywords were used as MeSH terms with various filters utilized in combination to extract evidence of the highest relevance and quality. Searches were conducted specifically amongst human populations, with preference given to research considered to be of a higher level of evidence. These include Meta-analyses, Systematic Reviews, and Randomized Controlled Trials.

Results
**Static stretching background**

Static stretching is theorized to increase range of motion through maintaining a passive lengthened position for an extended period of time. While other forms of stretching exist (i.e. Dynamic Stretching, Proprioceptive Neuromuscular Facilitation or PNF, etc.), this review will focus exclusively on static stretching as that is what is often implemented post-match amongst soccer players. A review of 32 practitioners implementing recovery strategies amongst French professional soccer teams discovered stretching was utilized by 50% of them. This split elucidates the controversy that currently exists within the soccer community on stretching and its benefits on recovery. Many variables can be individually debated, including which stretches are best, the length of time a stretch should be held, number of times it should be done, intensity of the stretch, etc. This inherently makes stretching a difficult topic to study, reflected by a dearth of quality published literature on the topic. Nevertheless, a summary is compiled below in regards to stretching and post-match recovery. Specifically, the effect of stretching on injury prevention, Delayed Onset Muscle Soreness (DOMS), and performance are reviewed.

**Injury prevention**

Static stretching regimens have been shown to improve musculotendinous stiffness as well as decrease injury rates amongst football players. A high intensity sport such as soccer requires a sufficiently compliant muscle-tendon unit to absorb and release a significant amount of energy, which routine static stretching is thought to improve. This has led to the theory that implementing stretches post-match, when the muscles are thoroughly warmed-up and malleable, will help with injury prevention in subsequent matches. To the contrary, the theory that incurring more muscle damage through stretching post-match also exists, in that lengthening a muscle that has just undergone significant damage is counterproductive. Examining existing literature, a specific post-match protocol has not been identified. In fact, multiple systematic reviews demonstrated no benefit on injury risk. A Cochrane review concluded that there is not enough evidence to either recommend or discontinue static stretching post-exercise for the purposes of reducing injury rates.

**Delayed Onset Muscle Soreness**

DOMS is a phenomenon that can occur at varying intensities after vigorous exercise, unaccustomed exercise, or eccentric training where the muscle is under tension while lengthening. It is of particular concern for soccer players as it can negatively affect subsequent performances through decreasing range of motion at major joints, as well as reducing shock attenuation and peak torque. Further, unaccustomed stresses can be placed on muscles and tendons while suffering from DOMS, leading to an increased risk of injury. A Cochrane review summarizing numerous Randomized Controlled Trials demonstrated stretching after exercise did not produce clinically relevant outcomes in DOMS amongst healthy adults. Of the studies mentioned, only one was specifically related to soccer. That study was excluded from the Cochrane review because it was not clearly randomised, and it combined stretching with jogging and a “shake-down”. A further search of the literature identified no studies related to post-match stretching reducing DOMS amongst soccer players.

**Performance**

Optimizing ranges of motion, usually related to those at the hips, knees, and ankles, can improve various movements required to perform at a high level during soccer. Attaining and regaining those ranges
of motion post-match are considered important factors for subsequent match performance. The most soccer-relevant study to date compared an active recovery protocol (12 minutes submaximal running, 8 minutes static stretching) to a passive recovery protocol (20 minutes sitting) amongst 31 professional soccer players post-training. During a subsequent training session (24 hours later) there were no significant differences observed in the Rate of Perceived Exertion (RPE), heart rate, lower limb flexibility, 20m sprint, and the Balsom agility test. However, the counter-movement jump did show statistically significant improvement in the active recovery group. While positive, this benefit could be explained more-so by the submaximal running portion of the recovery protocol as opposed to the static stretching portion. Other studies have supported other methods of recovery, including submaximal cardiovascular work, over static stretching in benefitting subsequent soccer performances.

Discussion
Despite its common practice, existing literature does not support the recommendation for stretching as part of the soccer post-match routine. Contributing to the lack of evidence are the numerous variables to control for while researching stretching, including intensity and position. It has yet to be determined if an optimum level of post-match static stretching to prevent injury, reduce DOMS, and improve performance exists amongst soccer players. If it does exist, larger trials with important outcome measures are needed to determine a regimen of how to best attain the benefits. For the time being, high level teams should focus their recovery on more evidence based approaches, including nutritional and hydration strategies, optimizing sleep, and cold water immersion.
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